flow and underflow. There are two popular types of rate In many video compression applications, it is essential to control algorithms. In the first approach, the proper quanticontrol precisely the bit rate produced by the encoder. One zation stepsizes is selected based on the buffer status. That critical element in a bits/buffer control algorithm is the bits is, the quantization stepsize is set small when the buffer is model that predicts the number of compressed bits when a nearly empty and the stepsize is set large when the buffer certain quantization stepsize is used. In this paper, we propose is nearly full. However, this type of control schemes such as an adaptive piecewise linear bits estimation model with a tree RM8 and SM3 often result in non-uniform picture quality structure. Each node in the tree is associated with a linear because (1) it does not have a bit budget plan that distribrelationship between the compressed bits and the activity meautes bits appropriately for every image block and (2) it does sure divided by stepsize. The parameters in this relationship not take image contents into consideration in adjusting are adjusted by the least mean squares algorithm. The effectiveness of this algorithm is demonstrated by an example of digital stepsize. Without a bit budget plan we may produce too VCR application. Simulation results indicate that this bits many bits at times; then, we have to increase stepsizes model has a fast adaptation speed even during scene changes. abruptly to reduce output bits. In the second case, smaller Compared to the bits model derived from training data based stepsizes should be used in the smooth image region and on cluster analysis, the adaptive piecewise linear bits model larger stepsizes in the texture region to match the sensitivachieves about the same high performance with a much lower ity thresholding characteristics of human perception.
INTRODUCTION
lack of an explicit bits model leads to a number of bit-rate dependent parameters inside this scheme. Its bit control, In many video compression applications, it is essential bits produced for each block, is quite imprecise. to control precisely the bit rate produced by the encoder,
The second type of rate control approach employs an for example, in the cases of constant rate video transmis-explicit bits model that describes the relationship between sion and storage. An application described at the end of bits and quantization stepsize. This bits model is able to this paper is digital video cassette recording (DVCR). To predict the compressed bits when a certain quantization meet the variable speed playback requirement and the stepsize is in use before the real quantization and variable VCR mechanical restrictions, the compressed data of speword-length coding (VLC) operations are actually applied cific frames have to be placed inside predefined areas.
to. In order achieve a uniform perceptual picture quality, Therefore, the coded bits generated by the encoder for we preanalyze the entire image content and allocate bits each picture frame have to match the pre-assigned bit accordingly. A bit budget plan is thus obtained. If the number.
predicted bit number using a selected stepsize does not In a typical motion-compensated transform coding match the planned bit budget, the selected stepsize has to scheme such as Reference Model 8 (RM8) used by CCITT be altered until it matches. When the bits model is accurate, expert group and Simulation Model 3 (SM3) used by ISO the actual coded bits number is close to the predicted one motion picture expert group (MPEG) in defining video and the bit control can thus be quite precise. Consequently, compression standards [1, 2] , their output bit rate is controlled by adjusting quantizer stepsize to avoid buffer over-we can encode the pictures according to the planned bit budget to produce nearly uniform image quality and, at which demonstrate the advantages of the proposed bits estimation model. A cluster analysis based approach is the same time, buffer overflow and underflow would be eliminated.
implemented for comparison. Also included is a simulation using TM5 (of MPEG2), which produces less desirable What we have just described is a one-pass coding structure. That is, the bit budget or stepsize plan is precomputed results. At the end, a brief summary in Section 6 concludes this paper. and then the actual quantization and VLC operations are executed once only. In contrast, we may start with a rough guess of the stepsize and run quantization and VLC to 2. ACTIVITY MEASURE AND CONSTANT check the output bits. If the result is not satisfactory, we LINEAR MODEL modify the stepsize and rerun quantization and VLC again
The image activity function is a measurement of the [4] . This multiple-pass structure may be used for off-line image content complexity; a high activity value indicates simulations; however, it is too expensive to be used in reala hard-to-compress image (block). Several types of activity time machines.
functions have been proposed. Although the block variThere are two methods to construct a bits model. The ance seems to be a popular activity measure ( [6] ), it was first method is to derive a mathematical model analytically reported that among the following four activity measures, based on the information theory; one example of using the one using the AC coefficient absolute values is most this method is the model proposed by Chen and Hang [5] .
accurate [7] . These four tested activity measures are: The other method is to derive an experimental expression based on test data. Because the quantizer and VLC opera-1. the variance of all the DCT coefficients (same as the tions are nonlinear and the picture content is time-varying, block variance), it is rather difficult to come up with an accurate and self-2. the sum of all the DCT coefficient absolute values, adaptive bits estimation model relying only on theoretical 3. the variance of DCT coefficients without DC term, analysis. We take the experimental approach in this paper. and A few one-pass experimental models have been reported. 4 . the sum of DCT coefficient absolute values without Puri and Aravind [6] suggested a look-up table that records DC term. the average coded bits of the training pictures. A simple Figure 1 is the experimental results of each measurement first-order polynomial model was proposed by Sun et al. at a fixed quantization stepsize on a picture frame of [7] . Though both schemes perform reasonably well on conFlowergarden sequence (CCIR601 4 : 2 : 2 format, 480 lines trolling the output buffer level, their performance degrades by 720 pels). Each point in these figures represents the on the test pictures with characteristics different from that coded bits and the activity value associated with a certain of the training pictures.
macroblock (MB, a 16 ϫ16 image block defined in MPEG). Here, we propose an adaptive piecewise linear bits estiNote that the relationship between the coded bits and the mation model, whose structure is borrowed from the treeactivity value for the fourth measure is well approximated structured piecewise linear filter in [8, 9] . Each node in by a straight line. Hence, the fourth measure is adopted the tree is associated with a linear relationship between as the activity measure in the rest of the paper. Mathematithe coded bits and the image activity measure divided by cally, it is defined stepsize. The parameters in this relationship can be adjusted by the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm. Simula-
tion results demonstrate that this bits model has a fast adaptation speed even during scene changes. In addition, compared to the nonadaptive bits model derived from data On the other hand, given a fixed picture block, the coded using cluster analysis (in Section 5, an improved version bits for different quantization stepsizes are plotted in Fig. of [6] ), the adaptive piecewise linear bits model has a much 2. The curve shows that the bit number is inversely proporlower complexity but achieves about the same high perfor-tional to the stepsize. Combining the above experimental mance. Also, the model derived using clustering analysis results, we conclude that the number of coded bits per has difficulties in catching up the variation of data (macro)block is approximately proportional to the activity promptly.
measure and is inversely proportional to the quantization This paper is organized as follows. The activity function stepsize. An empirical first-order bits model is thus deused to measure the image complexity is developed in rived [7] : Section 2. Also included is the construction of the constant coefficient linear bits model. Section 3 describes the pro-BIT ȁ ϭ m ACT Q ϩ n, posed adaptive piecewise linear bits model. Then, a simple bits allocation scheme is designed in Section 4 to test the effectiveness of the proposed model in a complete coding where BIT ȁ is the estimated coded bits, ACT is the activity measure, Q is the quantization stepsize, and m, n are two system. Section 5 presents computer simulation results constants derived from training data to minimize a selected where i is the index of legal quantization stepsizes and j is the index of macroblocks in one picture frame. Acerror criterion.
Typically, we choose m and n in (0) to minimize the cording to the calculus of variation, (2) is equivalent to solving both mean square error, E[(BIT Ϫ BIT ȁ ) 2 ], based on the data triplets, (BIT, ACT, Q)'s. Each data triplet, (BIT, ACT, Q), represents the number of coded bits, the activity value,
ϭ 0 and the quantization stepsize of an image macroblock proѨm Ѩn duced by the MPEG compression algorithm. For a test picture, the above minimization process has the under rather general conditions. Thus, m and n in (2) can be calculated by solving min and Fig. 3 . These two drawbacks are often associated with a fixed empirical model derived from a set of training data.
Either the model is tuned to a specific set of data so that it cannot be used for the other sets of data or the model Figure 3 shows the fitness of the first-order bits estimation is loosely fit into a large set of data so that it is inaccurate model for quantization stepsizes 2 to 10.
for a selected picture. Therefore, a more appropriate bits There are two drawbacks of this simple first-order estimation model should be able to track the content variamodel. One, the parameters, m and n, are picture-depen-tion of image sequence in a more precise manner. To dent and, two, the linear expression becomes less accurate improve the performance of the fixed first-order model, when ACT/Q goes beyond a certain range. The first point we need to develop an adaptive scheme that adjusts its can be observed from Fig. 4 , where MB i indicates the ith parameters from time to time. In addition, instead of a macroblock in an image frame. This problem becomes single model that covers the entire range of data space, more serious for blocks belonging to pictures with different we partition the data space (ACT, Q) into segments and contents. The second point can be clearly observed from design appropriate parameter set for each segment separately.
ADAPTIVE BITS ESTIMATION MODEL
In the previous section, we have discussed a linear bits estimation model and its weak points. In this section, an adaptive bits model is proposed based on the tree-structured piecewise linear filter structure. We first review the tree-structured filter which was designed for adaptive equalization in digital communication by Gelfand et al. [8, 9] . Our scheme for bits estimation application is then described.
Tree-Structured Piecewise Linear Filter
A nonlinear filter may be approximated by a piecewise linear filter in which the filter input domain is partitioned into disjoint regions and each linear filter operates only in its designated region. Figure 5 shows the structure of a piecewise linear filter [8, 9] . The input domain of this piecewise linear filter is divided into N regions denoted by d t , whereas the domain t is determined by the weights c s , offsets d s , and thresholds s at all the ancestor nodes s of node t.
The above point can be made more clear by examining the example shown in Fig. 6b [8, 9] . Note that there are three piecewise linear filters corresponding to the three possible pruned subtrees, namely T 1 ϭ ͕1͖, T 2 ϭ ͕1, 2, 3͖, and T 3 ϭ ͕1, 2, 3, 4, 5͖. The root node pruned subtree T 1
FIG. 5.
Structure of a piecewise linear filter.
corresponds to a linear filter
For each arriving input x(k), the filter output ỹ (k) is the convolution of x(k) and the impulse The pruned subtree T 2 with terminal nodes ͕2, 3͖ correresponse h i (k), where the index i is the input region that sponds to a piecewise linear filter comprised of two linear x(k) belongs to. If the input domain is partitioned using filters restricted to two separate polygonal domains: a sequential binary split, the entire piecewise linear filter can be organized as a tree. Each nonterminal tree node is associated with a linear filter and a threshold value; they
. are used to split the input domain. The filter coefficients and the threshold at each node are updated by the LMS algorithm. One advantage of this structure is that the stan-The pruned subtree T 3 with terminal nodes ͕2, 4, 5͖ corredard linear filtering techniques can be employed at each sponds to a piecewise linear filter comprised of three filters node, for example, in finding the filter coefficients. Also, restricted to three separate polygonal domains: owing to its sequential and hierarchical partitioning structure, this approach is computationally efficient. It is reported that this filter structure has a good convergence speed compared to many other nonlinear adaptive filters.
A typical example of the tree-structured piecewise linear filter is illustrated in Fig. 6a and explained below [8, 9] .
To construct a tree-structured piecewise linear filter, we The above piecewise linear filter can be made adaptive specify three elements for each node t in the tree T: a tap by updating the filter input domain and the filter coeffiweight vector c t , an offset d t , and a threshold t .
cients when new samples arrive. That is, the values of c t , Let x be an input data vector. Then node t is associated d t , and t are adjusted by applying the least mean squares with a linear filter (LMS) algorithm to the input data sequentially. A thorough discussion of the tree-structured piecewise linear fil-ỹ t ϭ c t Јx ϩ d t , ter can be found in [8, 9] . The version designed particularly for bits estimation is described below. where ỹ t is the filter output at node t. The final output of this piecewise linear filter is defined by
Adaptive Piecewise Linear Bits Estimation Model
In the proposed adaptive piecewise linear bits estimation ỹ T ϭ ỹ t* , model, each node in the tree is associated with a first-order linear bits model restricted to a certain range of ACT/Q where t * is the terminal node in the tree T obtained through values. In other words, in our bits estimation model the the following process. We start from the root node and filter output ỹ represents the estimated bits BIT ȁ . The input use the rule vector x becomes ACT/Q (a scalar) and the coefficient vector c and the offset d are now model parameters m and ỹ t Ͼ t , go to r(t) (5) n, respectively. Threshold is used to restrict the active ỹ t Յ t , go to l(t) range of the corresponding linear bits model. Our adaptive bits estimation algorithm is similar to the original adaptive filter algorithm in [8, 9] except for the initialization. To where r(t) is the right child stemming from node t and, similarly, l(t), the left child. Therefore, each node in a tree ensure a reasonable initial performance, each node in the tree begins with the same parameters that are derived offcorresponds to a filter with inputs restricted to a polygonal domain denoted by t . In general, the filter output ỹ t at line using the constant coefficient first-order bits estimation model. node t is determined by the filter weight c t and the offset The adaptive algorithm for piecewise linear bits estima-Propagate the data sample from the root node to a terminal node of T according to the rule: tion model is as follows.
go to r(t) ͗Initialization͘
Let m 0 be the slope term and n 0 be the bias term of the BIT ȁ t Յ t , go to l(t). initial linear bits model.
If the data sample passes through node t, then its associated We initialize each node t in the tree T by parameters are updated:
where p t is the probability of the input domain associated
where the parameter Ȑ controls the convergence speed. If Therefore, this predictive type frame budget planning scheme seems to work well in our simulations. the data sample does not pass through node t, then the above parameters remain the same except that
Once the frame bit budget is decided, we next decide the bit budget for every image macroblock inside a picture frame. In principle, we assign more bits to a macroblock
of higher activity. The exact bits allocation strategy is described by
ADAPTIVE BITS ALLOCATION
We now describe how the adaptive bits estimation model BIT(MB 0 ) ϩ BIT(MB 1 ) ϩ и и и ϭ BIT frame (7) works together with bits allocation strategy. The task of bits allocation is to distribute bits to each macroblock prop-and erly so that the following two goals can be achieved: (1) the total coded bits should meet the bit budget; (2) the BIT(MB 0 ): BIT(MB 1 ): и и и (8) perceptual quality of every coded image block should be ϭ log(ACT(MB 0 )): log(ACT(MB 1 )): и и и , approximately equal. The above two requirements lead to the following two additional problems: (1) how to come where MB i is the ith macroblock of a frame. Our experiup with an adequate bit budget for each picture frame; (2) ments indicate that the log operation in (8) would lead how to decide the proper coded image perceptual quality to a more uniform perceptual image quality. Intuitively, for every block. We do not attempt to solve these two log(ACT(MB i )) can be viewed as an information measure additional problems thoroughly here. But rather, for dem-(in bits) of image content based on our activity function. onstration purposes, a simple yet quite effective bit budget Since the rate distortion function of a Gaussian source planning scheme is devised. Our focus is that for a given under mean square criterion has a similar log form [10], bit budget and a given picture quality measure, we want the choice of log operation seems to be reasonable. There to allocate bits to each block so that the total coded bits are several studies on how to relate the human subjective would match the preassigned bit budget.
criterion to the quantization stepsizes in DCT coding (see In a MPEG coding scheme, there are three types of [11] and its references). However, since the focus of this coded frames: I-frame (intra-coded frame), P-frame (pre-paper is primarily on the bits estimation model, we adopt dictive frame), and B-frame (bidirectional frame). The I-the simple bits assignment rule defined by (8) . frames are independently coded and generally require the Our bits (or quantizer) control algorithm consists of two largest number of bits. The temporal redundancy in B-steps: a bits estimation step and a model updating step. In frames are estimated and removed using the already coded the bits estimation step, we look for the most appropriate P-frame(s) and/or I-frame. Therefore, the B-frames gener-stepsize that generates coded bits closest to the given bit ally require the fewest bits. An MPEG-coded sequence is budget. For a given macroblock, we first calculate its activpartitioned into segments of pictures, called a group of ity measure (ACT). Then, we guess an initial stepsize value pictures (GOP). Typically, a GOP contains an I-frame and (Q). The ratio ACT/Q is the input to the piecewise linear several P-and B-frames. bits model. This input, ACT/Q, propagates from the root Our bit budget planning strategy is as follows. Assume node to a particular terminal node according to (5) and our GOP structure is fixed; that is, the numbers and posi-the estimated bit number is the output of the terminal tions of the P-and B-frames in one GOP are known and node. If the estimated bit number does not match the preunchanged. For a given average bit rate per second, we selected bit budget, the stepsize is increased or decreased thus know the bit budget of a GOP, which is called BIT GOP . (according to the bit difference) and the previous process Then, the distribution of bits among the I-, P-, and B-is repeated. A flowchart describing this procedure is shown frames are in Fig. 7 . The best stepsize is the one that produces the estimated bits closest to the bit budget. Then we use the BIT I : BIT P : BIT B ϭ ACT I : ACT P : ACT B , (6) estimated stepsize to quantize the current macroblock. In the model updating step, the bit estimation error, which is the difference between the coded bits and the estimated where ACT I is the total activity measure of the I-frame, and ACT P and ACT B are the frame activity measures of bits, is used to update the piecewise linear bits estimation model. The model parameters are modified by the LMS the P-and B-frames averaged over all the P-and B-frames in one GOP. In theory, we could precompute the activity algorithm described in the previous section. This completes the encoding of one macroblock as shown in the flowchart measures of the entire GOP and then perform coding operations. However, to reduce implementation complexity, of Fig. 7 . In the meantime, the activity measure of every block is collected and at the end of this GOP the frame we simply use the previous GOP activity attributes for planning the bit budget of the next GOP. Even at scene total activity will be used to update the bit budget distribution for the next GOP. changes, the variation of frame bit budgets is not drastic. There are three main advantages of using the tree-struc-provides ''piecewise'' adaptation. It means that when each training sample arrives, we update the parameters of the tured filter structure. First, the piecewise linear filter is clearly superior to the single linear filter in solving nonlin-nodes that are located on a data-dependent path from the root node to a terminal node. As a result, only a small ear problems. Second, since the tree structure employs standard linear adaptive filtering techniques at each node, portion of nodes in the tree should be modified and the other nodes remain unchanged. Meanwhile, the updating it is simpler than many other nonlinear adaptive filters, such as polynomial filters. Third, the most important fea-process modifies slightly the domain of the corresponding filter and those of its neighbors. Hence, the whole process ture of the tree-structured adaptive algorithm is that it
is
of the far-away blocks becomes less important. This also matches the locality characteristics of images.
BIT ȁ ϭ 1.00 ACT Q Ϫ 38 for P-macroblock
SIMULATIONS
BIT ȁ ϭ 1.13 ACT Q Ϫ 92 for B-macroblock The target application of our computer simulations is digital video cassette recording (DVCR) [12, 13] . Because of the mechanical limitations (magnetic heads and tape (A scaling factor may have to be inserted in applying the movement) there are special requirements posed by above formulas to different pictures.) In the adaptive DVCR system [12] . In order to implement variable speed model, the tree depth is three so that the corresponding playback and in the meanwhile retain a high compression piecewise linear bits estimation models have adequate efficiency, we have proposed a modified MPEG compres-complexity. Larger tree depths have been test without sigsion algorithm dedicated to DVCR application [13] . To nificant improvement. Before an image sequence is coded, enable fast playback, a short GOP containing only one the tree-structured bits estimation models are initialized I-, one B-, and one P-frames is chosen. According to the using the constant linear bits models, which are obtained ''Consumer-use DVCR Specifications'' [14], the bite rate off-line from encoding the first three image frames. Howfor the standard TV (CCIR601) DVCR is 25 Mbps. Assum-ever, because of the adaptivity of the tree-structured bits ing that the audio and the other digital data would need model, any reasonable constant model can be used as the 2 Mbps, the video data bit rate is thus around 23 Mbps or initial values. They all shortly converge to the model of 2.3 Mbits for each GOP. In this particular application, the the processed data. coded bits have to be carefully controlled to match the In the following discussions, the error bits are defined exact bits assignment because data have to be placed at as the difference between the coded bits and the estimated the exact location to facilitate the variable playback re-bits for each macroblock. Because P-frames are typically quirement (scanning heads read in data only on the regu-dominated by P-macroblocks and B-frames are dominated larly spaced specific locations). This application is an exam-by B-macroblocks, for convenience, our statistics are perple used to demonstrate a potential use of our bits model formed on the entire picture rather than on different types and rate control algorithm. It can certainly be used for the of blocks. In Fig. 9 , we first show the absolute error bits other applications that require accurate bit rate control.
with and without adaptation for the I-frames in encoding The bit budget of each macroblock is determined at the the video sequence Flowergarden. The horizontal axis is beginning of encoding a picture frame. Figure 8 shows a the accumulated macroblock (MB) number. Since one pictypical example of bit budget distribution. For the conve-ture contains 1350 MBs, the portion in Fig. 9 is the end of nience of comparison, the original picture is split into mac-the second I-frame and the beginning of the third I-frame. roblocks in accordance with the bit budget distribution. They are the fourth and the seventh pictures in the original One may notice that the more complicated (high activity) sequence. In the cases of ''without adaptation'' we simply macroblock is assigned more bits. However, since the log use the constant estimation models described previously. operation is used in (8), the bit budget increases slowly in It is clear from this figure that the adaptive piecewise linear the high activity regions. This may be justified from a bits estimation model decreases the error bits significantly. perceptual viewpoint that coding errors are often less visi-Similar performance improvement is obtained also for Pble in high variance regions. From our experiments, the frames and B-frames (Figs. 10 and 11) . The stepsize adjustpicture quality using log scale is better than that without it. ment parameter Ȑ for I-macroblocks, P-macroblocks, and B-macroblocks is 0.01, 0.001, and 0.001, respectively. These
Constant versus Adaptive Models
values are decided empirically to maintain a reasonable speed of convergence, typically around a few hundred macBecause the coding behavior is rather different for intracoded macroblocks (I-macroblocks), P-frame predictive-roblocks.
In Fig. 12 , we demonstrate the adaptation ability of the coded macroblocks (P-macroblocks), and B-frame predictive-coded macroblocks (B-macroblocks) in MPEG proposed piecewise linear bits estimators when scene change occurs. In the middle of the test sequence (the coding, three tree-structured bits estimation models are separately constructed. For comparison and initialization 150th frame), the scene changes from Flowergarden to Football. The adaptive bits model is able to adjust its papurposes, the constant coefficient first-order linear model is also derived from the data. A typical example of the rameters rapidly to cope with picture variation, whereas the constant model has a significant higher average error constant coefficient model for the Flowergarden sequence is:
for the new sequence. Therefore, suboptimal model param- Using clustering analysis, we divide the coding data space into many small regions (cells) in hoping that with appropriate choice of features (ACT and Q) the bits number in each small region (cell) is close to each other. Consequently, we could estimate the bit number based on the feature space partition specified by TABLE2. In other words, given an input MB, we first compute its activity on clustering analysis. First, we collect the data pairs in the form of (BIT, ACT/Q) and generate a table that contains the representatives of these data pairs using the Kmeans cluster algorithm [15, 16] . In other words, we chose a cluster number, say K; then, the iterative K-means procedure partitions the data samples into K cells, each centers around a representative. We continue modifying the cell representatives until the total square distance between the cell members and their representatives reaches a (local) minimum point. In our case, the representatives are denoted by (Tbl1 BIT , Tbl1 ACT/Q ). They are entries in TABLE1. Then, we expand the dimension of each entry The coding data triplets, (BIT, ACT, Q), belonging to the value, act, and then for each possible quantization stepsize, q, we search this table to find the entry (Tbl2 BIT , Tbl2 ACT , Tbl2 Q ) in which the Tbl2 Q value matches q exactly and the Tbl2 ACT value is closest to act; then, the Tbl2 BIT value in that entry represents the estimated bits. Other than the fact that BIT, ACT, and Q are strongly related, this bits model does not assume a particular underlying relationship among BIT, ACT, and Q. In encoding an image sequence, (ACT, Q) acts as an index in searching the bits table. These features make this table lookup approach rather different from the previous adaptive bits estimation model. In the proposed adaptive piecewise linear bits model, we assume that the relationship between BIT and ACT/Q is nearly linear, and in the process of searching for the target linear bits estimation model we use ACT/Q not (ACT, Q). Other arrangements in table construction have been tested, but they produce less favorable results, such as constructing TABLE2 without constructing TABLE1 first. This may be due to the uneven distribution of data samples and, thus, performing the clustering operation directly on (BIT, ACT, Q) space leads to biased partitions. Table 2 shows the average absolute error bits produced by the table lookup approach with different table sizes. The first two columns are the numbers of entries of TABLE1 and TABLE2. Because in our coding system the of TABLE1. In the cases of which TABLE2 sizes are garden and Football, respectively. Also shown in Figs. 13 greater than 480, their average absolute error bits are com-and 14 are the TM5 simulation results which will be exparable with those of the adaptive bits estimation model plained in the next subsection. The fixed model designed in Table 1 . However, there are no benefits to increase the for Q between 2 and 10 predicts fewer bits than the coder lookup table size beyond 960. The limitation comes from actually produces in the range of stepsizes used in simulathe uncertainty between the activity measure and the cod-tion. Hence, the coded bits are constantly higher than ing bits for a macroblock. That is, two macroblocks of the the budget. same activity value may produce different bit numbers. The motion compensation technique is quite effective Unless we use a better activity measure (with less uncer-in compressing the Flowergarden sequence because it is a tainty), we could not further reduce the bit errors.
panning image sequence. Since the image content is not When Table 1 is compared to Table 2 , the adaptive bits changing very much between nearby frames, the fixed bits estimation model not only approaches the same perfor-model is off the target, but it is still quite stable. In contrast, mance limit, but it also uses a much smaller size memory the Football sequence has fast, multiple object movement. than the table-lookup method. For example, the number Because its content changes rapidly, the motion estimation of nodes in adaptive modeling is 15 for a tree of depth is not as effective. The fixed model fails in catching up three, whereas the table size is 960 in the lookup-table with the changes. On the other hand, the adaptive bit approach. Also, the calculation required to produce a bit estimation scheme controls the output bits rather precisely estimate is less for the adaptive bits estimation scheme. It to match the design target. For reference, we also include takes three comparisons and three first-order linear equa-the coded bits distribution of each frame of our proposed tions in the adaptive bits model, but it takes 32 comparisons scheme (Figs. 15 and 16 ) and the average PSNR (Table  in the 960-entry lookup-table scheme . Most importantly, 3). The effectiveness of motion compensation can also be it is not easy to make the lookup table approach adaptive. observed from Figs. 15 and 16. To keep an equal PSNR for I-, P-, and B-frames, the bit rates of all these three
Complete Coding Systems
types of frames in the Football sequence are almost equal, while the bit rates of the P-and B-frames are much smaller Finally we show the results of our complete MPEG codthan that of the I-frame in the Flowergarden sequence. ing system using the proposed bits estimation model for Because the coded pictures have rather high PSNR (35 to rate/buffer control. Figures 13 and 14 show the bits distributions per GOP, with and without adaptation for Flower-40 dB), as one may expect, their subjective quality is very mines the allocated bits of a block). There is no explicit buffer control procedure can be split into two stages: bit use of buffer feedback information in our scheme, although allocation and quantization stepsize selection. Although it may also be included to further increase the preciseness the activity (image complexity) measures are different in of rate control and to prevent the buffer from overflow TM5 and our scheme, the basic concepts behind their bit and underflow in the case of model breakdown in practiallocation algorithms are similar. The major difference between the TM5 and our rate control schemes is the selec-cal systems. We review very briefly here the basic elements in the bit budget. In our scheme, the stepsize is chosen solely based on our bits model to meet the bit budget. Therefore, TM5 rate control scheme. Its complete description is tedious and is referred to [3] . The TM5 encoder also adheres it becomes very critical in our scheme to have an accurate bits model. to the single-pass coding philosophy. In other words, the current frame and GOP bit allocation is predicted by using Another interesting point is that the complication in the TM5 rate control algorithm is due to the sophistithe previously coded frame(s) and GOP information. The image complexity (or activity) measure (X) at the frame cated formulas in calculating various parameters such as d and N act . The complication in our rate control is level is estimated based on the product of the average macroblock quantization stepsize (Q) and the number of due to bits model updating. Because N act calculation in TM5 requires computing eight block variances, the coded bits (S) of the previous picture (of the same picture type); that is, X ϭ Q ϫ S. Three image complexity measures TM5 rate control seems to be more demanding in computing power. are computed for the I-, P-, and B-frames separately. Although the exact formula in TM5 is more complicated in Because the purpose of this simulation is to compare the rate control algorithms, we did not activate the more allocating the bits for each picture frame, its basic principle is similar to that of our frame bit allocation scheme (Eq. advanced features in MPEG2 coding such as field estimation and field DCT. The TM5 simulation results using the (6)).
The MB quantization stepsize in TM5 are decided by same coding parameters as before (bit rate, IPB structure, etc.) are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Figures 13 and 14 indicate two factors: (1) the deviation from the planned buffer fullness, d; (2) the normalized MB activity, N act . After the that when the picture content is rather nonuniform such as in the case of Flowergarden sequence, the bit rate of total bits of a frame are decided, TM5 further assumes the bits are evenly distributed for the entire picture. The virtual individual GOP varies quite significantly. This is due to the fact that the even distribution of MB bits over the buffer fullness predicted by the preceding assumption is the planned buffer fullness. Again, three virtual buffers, entire image is not valid in this case. The upper half of Flowergarden is the smooth sky and the lower half is the one for each picture type, are used. The second factor, MB activity, is calculated based on the minimum variance of deep texture flower bed. The control parameter adjustment based on buffer fullness does not respond quick enough the four luminance 8 ϫ 8 frame blocks and the corresponding four luminance 8 ϫ 8 field blocks of the original picture. to match the image content changes. This phenomenon can be clearly observed from Fig. 17 , which shows the The variance measure is then normalized against the average variance of the most recently coded picture to produce (virtual I-frame) buffer fullness after every MB is coded.
The goal of TM5 control is try to keep the buffer fullness N act . Several constants are involved in the above calculations. Eventually, the MB quantization stepsize is a product curve nearly constant. In the case of Flowergarden, it generates too few bits in the upper half of the picture and it of a scaled buffer fullness deviation d and the normalized MB activity N act .
generates too many bits in the lower half. It turns out, in this particular frame, that the total bits is higher than Comparing our quantization scheme with the one in TM5, we observe two major differences. The first one is expected at the end of the picture. In contrast, the moving objects and the background in the Football image are pretty the MB bits are assumed to be evenly distributed in TM5, but the MB bits in our scheme are decided by the MB much evenly distributed. Thus the buffer-fullness based TM5 rate control works quite well. Its buffer status is activity (Eq. (8)). However, the MB activity still enters into the TM5 stepsize selection through a multiplicative nearly flat in Fig. 17 . The weakness of a buffer-feedback rate control scheme is that, although it may keep a longfactor (N act ). The second and more significant difference is that the TM5 stepsize is mainly decided by the buffer term average rate close to the desired (one GOP, say), it usually cannot control bits precisely for every MB to meet fullness deviation (the normalized MB activity does not change very much for typical blocks) to meet the planned the budget plan.
increase the stability and preciseness of our rate control scheme with a simple feedback mechanism. able to adjust itself quickly even at scene changes. the clustering/table model designed for a selected sequence. However, the adaptive bits model has a much lower complexity and is able to update its parameters to match the time-varying data.
CONCLUSIONS
At the end of the Simulation section, the experimental results using TM5 (of MPEG2) are included as a reference. The rate control scheme in TM5 is designed based on the buffer feedback concept. This type of schemes may work reasonably well, when properly designed, on maintaining long-term average bit rate and preventing the buffer from underflow or overflow. However, if we wish to have a JIA-BAO CHENG received her B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical precise control on the bits for every microblock, either a Engineering from National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan in trial-and-error approach or a precise bits model has to be 1992 and 1994, respectively. From 1994 to 1995, she was with CCL/ employed. Because the focus of our paper is on the bits ITRI, Hsinchu, Taiwan, where she was a multimedium system engineer. model, the simple rate control scheme we propose does Currently, she is an IC design engineer in SD Micro Co., Hsinchu, Taiwan. not include a buffer feedback mechanism. Its success relies Her research interests include image/signal processing algorithms and architecture.
solely on the accuracy of the bits model. We could further
